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From a digraph D form a graph G whose vertices are the arcs of D, two vertices 
are joined if they are in a common minimum cut of D. It is shown that G is perfect, 
and consequently that the largest size of a pairwise disjoint collection of minimum 
cut transversals in D is equal to the size of a minimum cut. 8 1984 Academic 
Presa, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The Lucchesi-Younger theorem [8] asserts that the size of a largest 
collection of pairwise disjoint (directed) cuts in a digraph D is equal to the 
size of a smallest transversal (set meeting all directed cuts). In the language 
of Seymour [ 121 this is the statement: the family of cuts packs. The usually 
stronger statement that the family is Mengerian (see [ 121) is in this case an 
immediate consequence. 
It has been conjectured by Younger (personal communication) that the 
corresponding result holds when the roles of cuts and transversals are 
reversed, i.e., that the family of transversals packs. This conjecture has been 
proved in the special case of source-sink connected graphs by Schrijver [ 111 
and independently by Feofiloff and Younger [4]. The stronger conjecture 
proposed by Edmonds and Giles [3] that the family of transversals is 
Mengerian was disproved by Schrijver [lo]. 
In this note we observe that a variant of Younger’s conjecture does hold, 
namely, 
(1) If c is the minimum size of a cut in D, then c is also the largest 
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size of a collection of pairwise disjoint min cut transversals (sets meeting all 
cuts of size c). 
It is easy to see that the existence of c pairwise disjoint min cut 
transversals is equivalent to the (proper) c-colorability of the graph 
G = G(D) whose vertices are the arcs of D, with two of these adjacent if they 
lie in some min cut of D. Thus (1) will follow from 
(2) G is perfect, and 
(3) every (nonsingleton) clique of G is a subset of some min cut of D; 
in particular, w(G) = c (where as usual cu denotes the maximum clique size). 
We should perhaps point out that if “min” is dropped in the definition of G, 
the graph obtained is again perfect as it is easily seen to be a “cocom- 
parability” graph (see [5] for a definition). 
It seems likely that there is some transparent reason for (2); certainly the 
proof given here, although not very difficult, requires more machinery than 
one would wish. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
For X, J’ c V = V(D), we write (X, Y) for the set of arcs going from X to 
Y, and X for m. A (directed) cut is (X, li?>, where X, x# 0 and 
(X,X) = 0. (We do not insist that cuts be minimal.) A min cut is a cut of 
size c, the least size of any cut in D. As usual for a graph G we let 
w(G), a(G), and x(G) denote the clique, independence, and chromatic 
numbers of G (see [l] for definitions), and recall that G is pe&ct if 
w(H) =x(H) for every induced subgraph H of G. We will need the 
following. 
(a) As pointed out in [7, 81, if-(X,m and (Y, Q are cuts with 
XnY#fZ#XnY, then (XUY,XnY) and (XnY,fUq are again 
cuts. The same statement for min cuts is easily verified. 
(b) Given a collection Q’ of cuts we can apply (a) repeatedly to 
produce a collection Q satisfying 
(i) Q is laminar, i.e., if (X, m, (Y, n E Q, then X C Y or X 2 Y or 
XnY=IZIorXUY=V,and 
cuts of ~‘,,‘,“,‘;‘” I ’ an each arc of D appears in the same number of d 
I 
Again see [7, 81. Notice that if Q’ consists of min cuts, then so does Q. 
(c) A graph H is an (a, o)-graph (the name as far as I know is from 
[2]) if a(H) = a, w(H) = w, ) V(H)( = n, and 
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(i) n=aw+ 1, 
(ii) every vertex of H belongs to exactly a stable sets of size a and 
w  cliques of size o (and, in particular, H contains exactly n a-stable sets and 
n w-cliques), and 
(iii) every a-stable set is disjoint from exactly one o-clique and vice 
versa. 
The source of this notion is a result which was proved by Padberg [9] 
extending work of Lovisz [6] : 
If a graph is not perfect then it contains an (induced) (a, w)-graph (for 
some a, CO). 
3. PROOFS 
Proof of (3). For E = {e i,..., ek} a clique of G we must show that some 
min cut of D contains E. This is true by definition if k = 2, so we assume 
k > 2 and induct. For i = 1,2,3 let (X,, 22 be a min cut containing E\{e,}. 
Then e, & (z,, XJ (=QJ) and if e, E (X,, X,) then E c (Xi, ft,) and we are 
done. So we may assume that for each i, e, belongs to either (Xi, Xi) or 
(xi, x,). But if for some j # i we have zr E F,, Xi) and ej f (X,, X,), then-E 
is contained i”_ the min cut (Xi n Xi, X, U X,), and similarly if ei E (Xi, Xi) 
and e/ E (Xi, X,). Since we cannot avoid all these events, (3) is proved. 
Proof of (2). If G is not perfect then it contains an induced (a, o)-graph 
H. Let n = aw + 1 (=] V(H)]). Let wi ,..., W, be the o-cliques of H, and for 
each i let cl be a min cut of D containing Wi. Let c,,..., c, be min cuts 
obtained from cl ,..., CA as in (b). 
Each vertex of H is in o of the cl, hence in w  of the Ci. Since no ci 
contains more than w  vertices of H, each contains exactly w  of them. Now 
Proposition 3 of [8] says that a laminar collection of cuts in a digraph using 
no arc more than k times can be partitioned into k collections of pairwise 
disjoint cuts. Let D* be the digraph obtained from D by deleting arcs which 
are not vertices of H, and let c* i ,..., c,* be the corresponding restrictions of 
ci ,..., c,. Then cl* ,..., cf is a laminar collection of cuts of D* using no arc 
more than w  times, so it may be partitioned into w  subcollections of pairwise 
disjoint cuts. But then one of these subcollections is of size at least a + 1 so 
that its cuts use at least (a + 1) w  distinct arcs of D*, a contradiction which 
proves (2). 
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